
Animal And Nature Connect and Embracing Miracles Present

Childrens Animal and Nature 
Communication Jungle Academy Nepal

May 28  - June 1, 2023

Three full days of telepathic animal and nature communication adventure. 
All children ages 5 to 15 years old are welcome to register accompanied by a parent or guardian. 

Children and adults will experience telepathic learning techniques in the jungle of Nepal. 
No experience necessary.

Message From The Elephants 

“We are excited and happy to have your wonderful company. We invite
you to immerse yourself in a fascinating, inspiring journey into Animal
and Nature communication. We have everything planned for you.
Exciting adventures, expansive learning, unleash your curiosity and most
importantly enjoy yourself with others! Together, let us get out in nature,
experiment, explore, and experience the wisdom and playfulness of
nature. We Elephants welcome you to the Children’s Animal & Nature
Jungle Academy. Here’s to creating & celebrating collaborative
relationships! Live it up!” 
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Highlights Of The Event
Visit An Elephant Sanctuary! 

Jeep Safari In Chitwan National Park! 
Interactive Classes With Wild Elephants!

The Chitwan district is located in Southern Nepal approximately 155 Kilometers from
Kathmandu. Chitwan National Park is a rich natural area in the Terai, the subtropical
southern part of Nepal. A total of 68 species of mammals, 544 species of birds, 56 species
of herpetofauna and 126 species of fish have been recorded in the park. The park is
especially renowned for its protection of One Horned Rhinoceros, Royal Bengal Tiger and
Gharial Crocodile.
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Event Details

Accommodations
Maruni Sanctuary Lodge is located in a pristine natural environment 
on the edge of the Chitwan National Park, a World Heritage Site. 

Maruni’s rooms are large, clean and 
well furnished and bathrooms have
modern plumbing and hot water to

ensure you can relax comfortably after
jungle and cultural explorations. 

The lodge is built between two villages of the Rana Tharu Community,
who traditionally consider themselves people of the forest. Maruni
wildlife guides are attentive and have good English skills, and are truly
interested to share their culture, their knowledge of the wildlife and
its fascinating habitat with you.

of participation.

PRICE:
All-Inclusive Double Occupancy Rate - 2 People Per Room 
TOTAL PRICE $1,922.00 USD ($961.00 per person)

Includes: Transfers from Bharatpur Airport to Mauruni Lodge -
Accommodations - Delicious Vegan Meals, Breakfast (x4), Lunch (x3) and
Dinner (x4) - Daily Events - Event Transportation - Entrance Fees - Tips

Does Not Include: Airfare - Transit Accommodation - Compulsory
Personal Travel Insurance with Medical - Visa Fees - Laundry and Other
Items of Personal Nature

This is a English Speaking Event.

Space is limited to 16 Double Occupancy 
Rooms and 3 Triple Occupancy Rooms 
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After
participating

in the event
each child

will receive a
certificate

BOOK

HERE

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScLSHMgPpmjPFqjYIJVfYicEYCXy0bhRTmSm5zaAk5o-O8qDg/viewform?usp=sf_link
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScLSHMgPpmjPFqjYIJVfYicEYCXy0bhRTmSm5zaAk5o-O8qDg/viewform?usp=sf_link


Annette Hadaway currently travels the world full time teaching animal and nature communication
to children and adults. Annettes passion is teaching humans who lack wi-fi/computers to communicate
with the wildlife around them. Annette completed four years of Animal Communication Certification
and three years of Nature Communication with Dr. Maia Kincaid. Annette is also an advanced
Elephant Footcare student of Carol Buckley at Elephant Aid International. Annette co founded
Elephant Hour, a weekly animal communication class talking with elephants around the world living
in the wild and in captivity. Annette co authored, The Elephant And Children’s Land Story, a trilogy
introducing children to the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals. As a youth of the Pacific
Northwest in the United States, Annette’s grandparents encouraged nature adventure. With easy

access to the natural world, solo hiking, leading hikes for others along with solo adventure travel led
Annette to visit Nepal where she was awakened to the plight of the captive elephant and ultimately, animal and nature
communication. Annette has been visiting Nepal since 2014 staying two to three months at a time - In 2021/22 Annette
lived in the Chitwan district for seven months. www.animalandnatureconnect.com

Anita Vallala is a certified Nature & Animal Communicator from India. She studied at the Animal
Communication School, Sedona AZ, helmed by Dr. Maia Kincaid. She is a certified Pranic Healer &
Arhatic Yoga practitioner. She is the founder of Embracing Miracles, an academy that focuses on
creating awareness & guide people to reconnect with their instinctive ability to communicate with
Mother Nature & all her beautiful beings of nature. Along with that, she also facilitates workshops
on divination tools such as Tarot & Sigil Magick. She works with children and adults to help them
understand that communication with nature is as easy as breathing. Her dream is to see the
conscious synergy between humans and Mother Nature where humans realize that this world is for
every being without any biases and exceptions. Through her workshops, she has experienced
children being the beacon of hope for this conscious synergy.  With that vision in her mind, she along
with other Nature & Animal communication teachers from across the globe facilitate engaging & interactive workshops
for children as well as for adults.  

Ramya Rao is an Animal and Nature Communicator trained by Maia Kincaid at Sedona International
School for Animal and Nature Communication. She has also attended workshops by Anna
Breytenbach (Animal Spirit) and Manjiri Latey (Earthwise). It was her cats that guided her to be an
Animal Communicator. She has been offering professional services as an animal communicator for
over 3 years now. Her future plans are to work extensively with the captive elephants in India to be
their voice and to better their plight. Her furry companions consist of dogs and cats (10 in number &
still counting) that have all been adopted from the streets of Mumbai. Animals always seem to find
her wherever she goes to either ask her for some food & water or for some medical help or just pop
by to say hello! www.ubuntuworld.in

Tina Sieber has been trained in Animal and Nature Communication by Maia Kincaid, PhD. Sedona AZ.
She loves being in nature, going on long walks and has been talking with animals and nature all her
life. In Findhorn, Scotland she discovered how people were talking with nature to create beautiful
gardens and a sustainable environment in co-creation with nature. She has worked with adults and
children with drama, storytelling and poetry and has been working with therapeutic speech at hospitals
and care homes for the elderly and for special needs children. She loves teaching creative, self-
development and animal communication courses. Originally from Switzerland, she has travelled and
worked in various countries, and at the moment does animal communication and healing sessions
from home. www.tina-sieber.com

Meet the Teachers
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www.animalandnatureconnect.com
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